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Scenario 1: The physician responds to queries as part 
of the review process immediately following dictation 
As described in the design overview (p. 18), the main benefit associated with InQuery 
is the ability to identify deficiencies and address queries at the time of note authoring. 
This scenario illustrates that workflow. Each step is explained as a physician dictates 
his note and follows through on InQuery’s intervention. As he is dictating, InQuery 
registers two issues with the note. The physician is notified of the problems. After he 
has completed his dictation, he addresses the issues through Query Dialogs and then 
signs the note.

Though there are clear benefits of addressing queries at the time of note authoring, 
InQuery has been designed with an understanding that queries must be unobtrusive. 
Queries are placed clearly in the path of the physician’s workflow, but they never 
obstruct that path. The physician chooses to address the query in each case.
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EMR

We have identified three major workflows that InQuery needs to support. Each of these is treated here with a 
detailed scenario walkthrough, describing how the workflow would play out in our implementation of InQuery.

Scenario 1: The physician responds to queries as part of the review 
process immediately following dictation 	Q����


Scenario 2: The physician allows queries to go unanswered and 
returns to them later�	Q����


Scenario 3: A query is generated by events outside the note authoring 
process and accessed via a New Query Notification�	Q����
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Entering the MRN

After he clicks, the drawer slides out completely, revealing a 
prompt to enter a medical record number. Dr. Reardon enters 
the patient’s record number and clicks the ‘Create Note’ button.

EMR
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Clicking the ‘New Note’ button

Dr. Reardon is ready to create a new note based on his patient 
visit. He goes to click the ‘New Note’ button in the Pill. As 
his mouse comes over the button, he sees the button glow. 
Consistent with existing Fluency behavior, a minimize button 
shows up in the corner of the Pill, and a drawer slides out slightly 
below the Pill. Dr. Reardon clicks on the ‘New Note’ button.

Working in the EMR 

Dr. Reardon has just completed a patient 
encounter. He has opened the patient’s 
chart in his EMR. He also has Fluency Direct 
open and has signed in. The Fluency pill sits 
at the top of his screen where it does not 
obscure his view of the EMR.

EMR
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Queries are triggered

As Dr. Reardon is dictating his 
assessment, he mistakenly 
refers to necrotic tissue 
on the patient’s left thigh. 
Previously in his note he had 
referred to necrotic tissue 
on the right thigh. InQuery 
registers the anomaly and 
generates a query. A red 
button forms around the word 
“left” and the query is added 
to the query list. 

Dr. Reardon triggers another 
query when he neglects to 
be specific enough about the 
extent of the debridement he 
performed. This is important 
information for billing. A red 
button forms around the 
word “debridement” and the 
debridement query is added 
to the query list.
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Beginning dictation

The Note Editor opens, populated 
with the patient’s basic information. 
Dr. Reardon docks the Fluency Pill 
on the side of his screen so that it 
will take up less space. 

Dr. Reardon begins his dictation. 
He holds down the button on his 
handheld microphone and as 
he does, sees the microphone 
indicator light up in the Fluency Pill 
(consistent with existing Fluency 
behavior). As he speaks, his note is 
generated in the text field.

EMR
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Clicking a query in the 
Query List

To address the left/right 
anomaly, Dr. Reardon goes to 
click on the query description 
in the Query List on the left. 
As his mouse hovers over 
the list item, it is highlighted 
red to show the connection 
with the in-line Query Button. 
When he clicks, the Query 
Dialog automatically pops up 
over the associated button.

The dialog provides evidence 
of the anomaly. He sees his 
mistake and says ‘change to 
right’ to make the correction 
in his note. 

Clicking the Query Button

After completing his dictation, 
Dr. Reardon clicks on the red 
debridement Query Button. He 
sees a dialog pop-up prompting 
him for additional information 
about the excised tissue. Using 
his microphone he speaks his 
selection, ‘skin, subcutaneous 
tissue.’ He sees checkmarks 
appear in the appropriate 
checkboxes.  Satisfied, he says 
‘update’ to push the changes 
into his note.  The Query 
Dialog disappears and the red 
Query Button with the word 
‘debridement’ on it is replaced 
with the phrase ‘excisional 
debridement of the skin and 
subcutaneous tissue.’

EMR
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Reviewing changes and 
signing the note

Dr. Reardon can now see both 
of the corrections made to his 
note highlighted in blue. The 
highlighting helps him easily 
identify and review the auto-
inserted text. After quickly looking 
over the note for any other errors, 
Dr. Reardon is ready to sign the 
note. He clicks the ‘Sign Note’ 
button, which pushes the note 
back into his EMR. The note editor 
window automatically closes. 

EMR
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Scenario 2: The physician allows queries to go 
unanswered and returns to them later 
As we saw in our usability testing, it is not always preferable, or even possible, to 
address deficiencies at the time a note is being authored. In some cases, a physician 
simply does not have time to address all the queries in their documentation. It was 
to address these cases that we implemented the Query Inbox, which aggregates 
outstanding queries across patients (see Usability Findings p. 84). This two-part 
scenario depicts the workflow for a physician who chooses to initially ignore the 
queries in her note. Later the physician will address the queries by accessing them 
through the Query Inbox.
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Signing the Note with 
Unanswered Queries

Dr. Sharon Wilson has just 
completed dictating a progress 
note for her patient in the 
Fluency Note Editor. She sees 
that there are two queries on the 
note but she has to rush to see 
her next patient and doesn’t have 
time to address the queries at 
the moment. Dr. Wilson clicks the 
‘Sign Note’ button.

Confirming Signature

Because there are 
unanswered queries in the 
note, a dialog pops up. The 
background is overlaid with a 
transparency. She is told that 
there are two unanswered 
queries in her note. This 
dialog ensures that Dr. Wilson 
did not overlook the queries 
by mistake. She is already 
aware of the queries and 
wants to sign, so she clicks 
the ‘Sign Anyway’ button.

The query count displayed 
in the dialog animates over 
to where the query count 
is displayed in the Pill. The 
count in the Pill is updated 
accordingly. This indicates 
to Dr. Wilson that the queries 
have been added to the 
query inbox. The dialog and 
the Note Editor both close.

%FTJHO���8PSLGMPX�4DFOBSJPT���Scenario 2 %FTJHO���8PSLGMPX�4DFOBSJPT���Scenario 2
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Accessing the Query Inbox

At the end of the day, when Dr. Wilson has finished with her 
patients, she would like to tie up the loose ends from the 
day’s documentation. By looking at the count displayed in the 
Pill, she can see at a glance that she has three unanswered 
queries. As her mouse comes over the Pill, the drawer peeks 
out below. The ‘Query Inbox’ button glows as the mouse comes 
over it. Dr. Wilson clicks the ‘Query Inbox’ button.

Opening a Query from the Inbox

When she clicks, the drawer recedes 
back into the Pill. The ‘Query Inbox’ 
button stays lit, and the Query Inbox 
animates in (fading in and scaling up 
from a point inside the Query Inbox 
Button). The Inbox displays summary 
information about each unanswered 
query. As Dr. Wilson’s mouse passes 
over each query, it is highlighted in the 
list. She clicks on the ‘Anemia Specificity’ 
query for patient Nicole Caraway.

54321
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Responding to the Query

The Query Inbox animates 
out and the Note Editor 
opens with Nicole Caraway’s 
note loaded. The note is 
scrolled to reveal the open 
Query Dialog for the query 
that Dr. Wilson selected 
from the Inbox. By seeing 
the query in the context 
of her note she is able to 
remind herself quickly about 
the details of the case. She 
makes her selections for both 
queries in the note and hits 
the ‘Update Note’ button. Her 
signed note in the EMR is 
appended with the additional 
information generated by the 
query responses.

%FTJHO���8PSLGMPX�4DFOBSJPT���Scenario 2 %FTJHO���8PSLGMPX�4DFOBSJPT���Scenario 2
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Scenario 3: Queries are generated by events 
outside the note authoring process and accessed via 
a New Query Notification 
This final scenario shows the workflow for responding to a new query that is not 
generated at the time of note authoring. There are occasions when a query would 
not be triggered until certain information became available outside of a note. For 
example, lab results coming in could suggest a missed comorbidity of sepsis. We also 
foresee that there will be deficiencies that are too complex for InQuery to capture.  In 
these cases, documentation specialists could generate queries manually and channel 
them into the Query Inbox. This would create an ideal situation where all queries 
could be handled in one centralized location, in a uniform fashion.

This scenario illustrates how InQuery notifies a physician of a new query on a 
preexisting note, and provides him access to that query. 

Working in the EMR

Dr. Max Fischer is signed into Fluency Direct and is reviewing 
his patient list for the day in his EMR. The previous day he had 
dictated an admission note for a patient named Simon McGurl. 
He suspected that Simon had congestive heart failure but he 
noted that he was waiting for lab results to confirm the diagnosis.

New Query Notification animates in

Simon’s lab results become available. InQuery recognizes 
that the new information may assist Dr. Fischer in forming a 
diagnoses and triggers a query. Since Dr. Fischer is not in the 
middle of authoring a note, InQuery guesses that it is a good 
time to interrupt.  The ‘Query Inbox’ button pulses red twice 
and the count notification appears along with a notification 
below the Fluency Pill. The notification dialog displays summary 
information about the query and shows a picture of the patient. 
Dr. Fischer can see that the subject of the query is ‘New Lab 
Results.’ He has been waiting for the lab results, so he stops 
what he is doing and clicks the ‘Go to Query’ button.
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KEY SCREENS AND STATES
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Updating the Note

The Note Editor opens with 
Simon McGurl’s admission note 
loaded. The note is scrolled to 
display the Query Dialog which 
exhibits a summary of the newly 
received lab results. Dr. Fischer 
reviews the lab results within the 
dialog and clicks the ‘Insert Lab 
Results’ button. The results are 
inserted in a table format in a 
new ‘Laboratory Results’ section. 
This action resolves the query, 
but Dr. Fischer still needs to 
update his diagnosis. He goes 
back to the Assessment and 
Plan section and dictates a new 
paragraph clarifying his diagnosis 
based on the lab results. When 
he is done he clicks the ‘Update 
Note’ button, which pushes the 
addendum to his EMR.

%FTJHO���8PSLGMPX�4DFOBSJPT���Scenario 3
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The Pill
The Pill is based on the existing Fluency Direct Pill. It is the 
ever-present navigation hub and communication vehicle which 
remains open while the physician works with their EMR. It 
provides the access point to the Note Editor and the Query 
Inbox. The Pill also displays a query count, associated with the 
Query Inbox. The query count provides a quick reference for 
physicians as to whether they have unanswered queries. 

Pill in docked state at the top of 
screen.  Pill can be docked 
anywhere on the margins of the 
screen including any of the four 
corners of the screen and will 
remain in the foreground even if it 
loses focus

Minimize button shows when 
mouse is over the Pill.  It 
disappears on click of the 
Query Inbox button.

Sliding drawer for menu access, 
MRN entry, and sign in.  Modeled 
on existing Fluency behaviors

Microphone button consistent 
with existing Fluency behavior

New Note button in mouse 
over state.  Mouse over state 
looks similar for the other 
buttons

Drawer animates out slightly 
when mouse is over the Pill.  
It recedes on click of Query 
Inbox button.

Pill in docked state at side 
of screen. Expands to full 
width on mouse over.

Name of physician 
signed in to Fluency

Sound level indicator. 
Fluctuates during dictation

Pill in default state before 
physician has signed in

Query Inbox button showing 
count for all unanswered 
queries across patients. Count 
only shows up if unanswered 
queries exist

Button pulses red twice 
when new queries are added

Pill docked in the 
corner of the screen

Chrome, icon style and buttons to match 
existing Fluency design

Entering the MRN
This is an intermediate state of the Pill accessed by clicking 
the New Note button. By entering a medical record number 
the physician synchronizes their note with the EMR. Ideally the 
Fluency’s Note Editor would be more closely integrated with 
the EMR, making this step unnecessary.

Default button state is 
inactive.  Button becomes 
active when a valid MRN 
number is entered

Drawer animates up on click 
of drawer collapse button or 
of ‘Create Note’ button

Drawer collapse button in 
mouse over state. Arrow is 
bold and area is highlighted 
with white gradient.

Text field for entering the 
medical record number

Button in mouse over state.
Button gradient is lighter 
shade of blue.

Button in active state
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Note Editor
The Note Editor is an authoring environment for dictating and typing notes. As 
mentioned in the design overview (p. 18), this feature was not the focus of our design. 
The note editor serves as a proof of concept for how InQuery could be integrated into 
a note authoring tool. The features of the Editor that are important to InQuery will be 
discussed in the subsequent pages. If the Note Editor were to be implemented in full, 
its features would require further consideration. As referenced in the callout of the 
toolbar above, the Note Editor would benefit from a competitive analysis of existing 
note authoring environments.

Query Buttons
The in-context Query Buttons are at the heart of InQuery’s design. They provide a highly visible, unobtrusive 
vehicle for communicating note deficiencies. The queries are communicated within the context of the note 
before a physician has moved on to another task. The Query Buttons provide access to the Query Dialogs 
with a click. As we saw in usability testing, the Query Buttons are noticeable but do not distract physicians 
during dictation. Once placed, the query buttons behave as a single character in the text which can be 
selected and deleted like any character. This allows physicians to learn to recognize deficiencies and 
correct them manually, if they prefer, without going through the Query Dialog. All unanswered queries within 
a note are aggregated in the Query List on the left for easy access. The Query List becomes particularly 
useful when dealing with long notes. 

Editable text area supports 
typing or dictation

Textured titlebar to indicate 
that area is grabbable for 
dragging window

Maximize button in mouse 
over state

Scrollbar appears only when text 
overflows the container

Text formatting is important for 
readability.  Section headers are 
associated with particular 
formatting

Query List area. Located near 
the sign button for high 
visibility. Any queries within 
the note are listed here.

Scrollbar appears only when 
the list overflows the 
container

Textured corners to indicate 
that area is grabbable for 
resizing window

Query count for queries within 
the note

Patient photograph

Identifying information for 
the patient

Toolbar for text editing and text 
entry tools.  Tools should be 
extended based on a competitive 
analysis of note authoring 
environments.  Possible additions 
include templates, auto-insert, 
and text formatting

Redo button in 
mouse over state

Window label with 
identifying information

Sign Note button pushes the note back to the physician’s EMR.  If 
an open note is already signed, button label reads ‘Update Note’

Query Button color to match color for 
query count badge in the Pill and 
mouse-over highlight color in Query List

Query communicated through a 
query button.  The button 
highlights the term associated 
with a suspected deficiency.  
Buttons fade in as soon as a 
deficiency is detected and fade 
out again if the deficiency is 
subsequently addressed in the 
note.  Clicking brings up a query 
dialog

Tooltip when mouse passes over 
query button displays succinct 
description of the query

Query List displaying succinct 
descriptions of all 
unanswered queries in the 
note for easy access.  When a 
query is answered or 
dismissed it is removed from 
the Query List

Query list item in mouse-over 
state.  Clicking brings up a 
Query Dialog in the context of 
the note

Query count for queries within 
the note

%FTJHO���,FZ�4DSFFOT�BOE�4UBUFT���Note Editor %FTJHO���,FZ�4DSFFOT�BOE�4UBUFT���Query Buttons
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Query Response
When a query is responded to through a Query Dialog, the term on the query button 
is replaced with blue highlighted text. This allows physicians to see at a glance the 
outcome of their selection in the Query Dialog. Right-clicking on the text allows the 
user to return to the Query Dialog. This ability to restore the dialog is important, as 
it allows the physician to recover from an erroneous selection. It is also important 
that this option be provided even if the physician has chosen to dismiss a query. The 
highlighting will persist until the note is signed or the text is manually edited.

Unanswered Query Reminder
If a physician clicks the ‘Sign Note’ button in the Note Editor while the note still 
contains unanswered queries, a dialog points out the unanswered queries and asks 
the physician to confirm that they want to ‘Sign Anyway.’ This was a feature that came 
directly out of usability testing (see Usability Findings p. 83) to address the problem 
of inexperienced users not knowing what to do with the Query Buttons. The dialog 
provides an option to turn the reminder off so that it will not become a nuisance to 
experienced users who wish to defer their query response. 

‘Cancel’ button cancels the sign 
action, returning to the Note 
Editor

‘Sign Anyway’ button closes the 
dialog and the Note Editor.  The 
note is pushed to the EMR and 
unanswered queries are added to 
the Query Inbox

‘X’ button functions the same as 
the Cancel button

Background is overlaid with a 
white transparency because the 
‘Unanswered Queries’ dialog is 
modal and must be addressed

An option to opt out of ‘Unanswered Query’ reminders.  This 
allows the dialog to teach new users about the queries without 
becoming a nuisance to expert users

‘Go to First Query’ button closes 
the dialog and scrolls to the first 
query in the note, bringing up the 
appropriate Query Dialog

Instructions for voice control 
of the dialog.  Voice control 
should be provided wherever 
feasible

Count for unanswered queries 
within the note shown in the 
same visual style as the count on 
the Query Inbox.  If the physician 
clicks ‘Sign Anyway,’ the count 
icon animates over to the count 
in the Query Inbox to make it 
visually clear where the queries 
can be accessed

Right-clicking on the highlighted 
phrase brings up a contextual 
menu which allows physician to 
bring the Query Dialog back up in 
the event that they made an 
erroneous selection

Actions taken through Query 
Dialogs result in automatic 
changes to the text of the 
note.  These changes are 
highlighted so that the 
physician can easily see the 
outcome of their response. If 
the physician has dismissed 
the query the Query Button is 
replaced with the original text 
highlighted in blue 

%FTJHO���,FZ�4DSFFOT�BOE�4UBUFT���Unanswered Query Reminder %FTJHO���,FZ�4DSFFOT�BOE�4UBUFT���Query Response
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Query Inbox
The Query Inbox aggregates all unanswered queries across patients. It can be 
accessed at any time from the Pill. As we learned during our usability testing, it is 
important to support physicians who cannot address queries at the time of note 
authoring. The Query Inbox allows physicians to collect queries in a single accessible 
location and deal with them as their schedule allows. The Inbox dialog provides 
enough information about each query so that the physician can be reminded about 
the nature and the context of the query. If they want to open the query they simply 
click on the item in the Inbox.

New Query Notification
These notifications animate in to alert physicians about new queries that are not triggered during note 
authoring. If a physician is in the midst of dictating another note, these notifications will queue up and be 
displayed when the physician signs the current note. Further research may be required to identify other 
interruptible moments where the physician will be most receptive to these out of context notifications. The 
notification displays summary information about the query and shows a picture of the patient to remind the 
physician to whom the query is in reference. As discussed in the overview of Scenario 3 (p. 38), new queries 
could be triggered outside of note authoring as the result of new information becoming available in the 
EMR, such as lab results or specialist consultations. We envision that new queries could also be generated 
manually by staff within a hospital. When a New Query Notification is displayed, the query is simultaneously 
added to the Query Inbox. The query can be accessed either through the ‘Go to Query’ button in the 
notification or later through the Query Inbox.

‘X’ button in mouse-over 
state

Textured title bar to indicate 
that area is grabbable for 
dragging window

Scrollbar appears only when text 
overflows the container

Tooltip shows full text on 
mouse-over if item overflows 
its column

Textured corners to indicate 
that area is grabbable for 
resizing window

Mouse-over style for query. 
Clicking the query in the list 
opens it in the Note Editor

Headers for sortable query 
attributes.  Sort arrow 
shows on mouse-over and  
remains on click,  indicating 
currently active sort 
attribute.  Clicking again 
toggles sort directionAdjustable column width. 

Click and drag on divider to 
adjust

Arrow in title bar disappears if 
Query Inbox is dragged away 
from the Pill

Query Inbox button 
stays highlighted while 
the inbox dialog is open

Summary information about 
the context of the query

Textured title bar to indicate that area 
is grabbable for dragging window. If 
the notification is dragged, it will not 
animate out as it normally would

‘Go to Query’ button closes the 
dialog and opens the query in 
the Note Editor

New Query Notification 
remains open for 20 seconds 
before animating out

Dialog title indicates nature 
of query

Patient photo to assist physician in 
associating the notification with the 
correct individual.  This is important 
since the physician may not currently 
be engaged with that patient’s record

Query Inbox button 
pulses red twice when 
new query is added

Query count increases to account 
for new query.  Query is also 
added to the Query Inbox list

%FTJHO���,FZ�4DSFFOT�BOE�4UBUFT���Query Inbox %FTJHO���,FZ�4DSFFOT�BOE�4UBUFT���New Query Notification
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Query Dialogs
A Query Dialog pops up at the site of a Query Button to both communicate the content of a query and provide physicians with an 
available set of actions to address the query or dismiss it. A physician’s note is automatically edited based on their selection within 
the dialog. Provided here is a set of six possible dialog designs that could be applied to a wide range of queries. This list is not 
exhaustive, and there is no formula for the design of Query Dialogs. As queries are added to InQuery, additional research will be 
required to properly craft the options and the language provided in the dialog. As we saw in our usability testing (p. 86), the subject of 
a query and the options provided within the Query Dialog were the biggest factors in how favorably physicians responded to InQuery.

Text in titlebar describes the 
query

Checkbox in checked state

Radio button in selected state

Instructions for voice 
command of the dialog

Dismiss button closes the 
dialog and removes the 
query, replacing the Query 
Button with the original text

Arrow in title bar disappears if 
dialog is dragged away from 
the Query button or text 
beneath the query is scrolled

Arrow in title bar points to its Query Button and is 
positioned on the dialog so that dialog fits within 
the Note Editor’s text field

Close button closes the dialog without 
making any changes 

Update button replaces the Query 
Button in the note with text based 
on the user’s selection.  Update 
button is disabled until a selection 
has been made

Radio group signified by 
containing rectangle, 
only one item can be 
selected in each group

Query question restated (in 
blue text to distinguish it 
from voice command 
instructions)

‘Yes’ button stands in for 
update button, ‘No’ button 
functions the same as the 
Dismiss button

Voice command instructions 
in white text

Voice command instructions 
in white text

Dialog arrow will sometimes 
stem from bottom depending 
on the position of the Query 
Button

Explanation of what the 
references are showing (in 
blue text to distinguish it from 
voice command instructions)

Reference item in a mouse over 
state

Summarized references in a 
list format

Number selector with text entry 
field and up/down buttons to 
adjust number

Up arrow in 
mouse-over state

‘Go to’ button shows up on 
mouse-over to signify that a click 
will scroll to the reference or 
open it in another window 

Radio Button Dialog:

5IJT�EJBMPH�UZQF�JT�JEFBM�GPS�B�RVFSZ�UIBU�DBO�CF�GSBNFE�
BT�B�TFMFDUJPO�PG�POF�PQUJPO�GSPN�BNPOH�B�TNBMM�HSPVQ�PG�
BMUFSOBUJWFT��5IJT�FYBNQMF�JODMVEFT�UXP�TFQBSBUF�SBEJP�HSPVQT�
GPS�TQFDJGZJOH�JOGPSNBUJPO�BCPVU�B�DPOHFTUJWF�IFBSU�GBJMVSF��*O�
FBDI�SBEJP�HSPVQ�POF�TFMFDUJPO�XPVME�FYDMVEF�UIF�PUIFST�

Yes/No Dialog:

4PNF�RVFSJFT�NBZ�CF�BT�TJNQMF�BT�B�ZFT�OP�RVFTUJPO��"T�
UIFSF�JT�OP�TFMFDUJPO�JO�UIFTF�DBTFT�UIF�AVQEBUF��CVUUPO�DBO�
CF�PNJUUFE��5IF�EJTNJTT�CVUUPO�TIPVME�TUJMM�CF�JODMVEFE�GPS�
DPOTJTUFODZ��5IJT�FYBNQMF�BTLT�UP�DPOGJSN�UIBU�B�QSPDFEVSF�IBT�
CFFO�QFSGPSNFE�UP�RVBMJGZ�B�EJBHOPTJT�GPS�CJMMJOH�QVSQPTFT�

Number Input Dialog:

4PNF�RVFSJFT�XJMM�SFRVJSF�B�OVNCFSFE�SFTQPOTF��*O�UIPTF�DBTFT�
B�UFYU�GJFME�UP�JOQVU�UIF�OVNCFS�NBOVBMMZ�BMPOH�XJUI�CVUUPOT�UP�
JODSFNFOU�BOE�EFDSFNFOU�UIF�OVNCFS�TIPVME�CF�JODMVEFE��5IF�
OVNCFST�TIPVME�CF�SFTUSJDUFE�JO�UIFJS�SBOHF�UP�BWPJE�JNQSPQFS�
FOUSZ��5IJT�FYBNQMF�BTLT�UP�TQFDJGZ�UIF�TUBHF�PG�BO�JMMOFTT�

Cross-reference Dialog:

5IJT�RVFSZ�UZQF�JT�JEFBM�XIFO�B�RVFSZ�SFRVJSFT�SFWJFX�PG�
JOGPSNBUJPO�GSPN�BOPUIFS�QBSU�PG�UIF�OPUF�PS�GSPN�BOPUIFS�
EPDVNFOU��5IF�EJBMPH�QSPWJEFT�B�TVNNBSZ�PG�UIBU�EJTQFSTFE�
JOGPSNBUJPO�BMPOH�XJUI�IZQFSMJOLT�UP�UIF�SFGFSFODF��5IJT�
FYBNQMF�BTLT�UP�DMBSJGZ�B�QPUFOUJBM�MFGU�SJHIU�BOPNBMZ��

Checkbox Dialog:

5IJT�EJBMPH�UZQF�TIPVME�CF�VTFE�GPS�RVFSJFT�XJUI�NVMUJQMF�
PQUJPOT�UIBU�BSF�OPU�NVUVBMMZ�FYDMVTJWF��5IJT�FYBNQMF�BTLT�
GPS�BEEJUJPOBM�JOGPSNBUJPO�BCPVU�UIF�FYUFOU�PG�B�EFCSJEFNFOU�
QSPDFEVSF��1PTTJCMF�SFTQPOTFT�DPVME�JODMVEF�POF�PS�BMM�PG�UIF�
PQUJPOT�QSPWJEFE�
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Textured title bar to indicate 
that area is grabbable for 
dragging window

Drop-down menu. Click 
anywhere to expand

Expanded drop-down showing 
list item in mouse-over state.  
On click the selection blinks 
and replaces the item at the 
top of the drop-down.  The 
drawer then slides back in  

Drop-down menu in 
mouse-over state.  Arrow is 
highlighted and drawer slides 
out slightly, similar to 
behavior of the Pill

Scrollbar only appears if list 
overflows the container size

Drawer collapse button in 
mouse over state

Drop-down Dialog:

5IJT�EJBMPH�UZQF�JT�UIF�CFTU�PQUJPO�GPS�RVFSJFT�UIBU�SFRVJSF�UIF�
TFMFDUJPO�PG�POF�PQUJPO�GSPN�BNPOH�NBOZ��5IF�%SPQ�EPXO�
%JBMPH�TIPVME�POMZ�CF�VTFE�JG�UIF�OVNCFS�PG�PQUJPOT�JT�UPP�
HSFBU�UP�GJU�JOUP�B�3BEJP�#VUUPO�%JBMPH�BT�UIF�3BEJP�#VUUPO�
EJBMPH�QSPWJEFT�NPSF�DPOWFOJFODF��5IJT�FYBNQMF�BTLT�GPS�B�
DMBSJGJDBUJPO�PO�UIF�UZQF�PG�BOFNJB�
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